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Construction
/// colours/// materiality

coated metal structural frame of 

various colour choices

table top and seat made from 

recycled cork

Coated metal and recycled cork are used in producing this piece of 

furniture. It is a simple stick construction, combining metal sticks by 

welding. Table top and  seat cork pieces are slightly larger than fitting 

size into the metal frame. Due to flexibility and durability of cork, it is 

able to be squeezed into the metal frame and then it expands to hold 

the pieces together by friction.

Cork is chosen as it up-cycles used cork, as well as its durability and 

flexibility. Besides, it is water-proof and weather resistant due to its 

cellular structure.
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Møblet arbejder med orientering som hovedtema. Istedet for en liniær organisering af de sidende, søges der 

at skabe et mere “lukket” og intimt rum, hvor alle parter ved bordet kan se og tale med hinanden.

Koncept
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same basic elements put together 

adaptive possibilities from one user and more

One or More, is an adaptive outdoor urban furniture that can 
accommodate one person or more. And that is where this name is 
derived from. It consists of a small triangular table and a seat for one 
person. 

Emphasis of the furniture design places on the need of users for 
some kind of privacy in a public space. Users can decide how to use 
the furniture according to their needs; i.e. if they want to be alone, or 
if they want to be in a group. One or More stresses on this flexibiliy to 
change from a one-person furniture into a group furniture, by utilizing 
a repetitive geometrical system. This special feature is achieved also 
by the strategic placement of table top and seat. 

From this basic element, the piece of furniture can be repeated in 
different ways to create variations, and as a result, creating seating 
environment best suited for the users.  
 
Not only is this furniture adaptive to size of users, but also their 
activities. One or More is designed for three seating positions; 
i.e. choices between with a backrest to lean on to or with a table. 
Therefore, users can choose their seating positions according to their 
needs and activities.

/// One or More

1:1 scale model
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Onsdag d. 22. januar afholdes prisoverrækkelse på Designmuseum Danmark, København K.
Det endelige program er under udarbejding, og bliver fra 15:30 - 21:00 med tilhørende middag.

Ud af finalisterne afsløres den endelige vinder på selve dagen !

1:1 scale model

2d med tag
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